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Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.

Attempt AII questions.
Thefigures in the margin indicate Full Marks
Assume suitable data if necessary.

Six messages are transmitted with probabilities 0.3, 0.08, 0.1, 0.15, 0,25 and 0.12

respectively. Obtain their respective shannon-fano and Huffrnan's codes and code

efficiencies t8l

Illustrate and explain the ideal sampling and reconstruction of sampled signal- Find the

Nyquist rate and the interval for t/z n Cos(4O0rct) Cos (1000nt). [6+4]

3. a) Differentiate between uniform quantization and non-uniform quantization. Why is
non-uniform quantization done for speech signal? Explain about companding laws. [2+2+2]

b) Explain why DPCM is preferred over PCM? Explain the working principle of DPCM

with necessary transmitter and receiver.

Briefly explain Shannon Hartley channel capacity theorem its implication and theoretical

limits. Show that channel capacity (C) = 1.44 SAIo, when the channel Band width tends to

infinity.

a) Explain the differences between Tl and E1 digital hierarchy.

b) With necessary derivations show that in case of PCM, SQNR increases approximately

by 6dB for each extra bit used.

Represent binary sequence 10110101 in Polar NRZ, unipolag RZ, AMI and Manchester

codes. t6l

Explain the modulation and demodulation techniques used in QPSK. t8l

Derive expression for evaluating enor probability of M-ary system. t8]

The generator polynomial of a (7,4) cyclic code is G(p) : P3+p+1. Obtain the code vector

for the code in non-systematic and systematic form with message vector 0101. 18]

*r*rt

t2+41

[6+4]

I4l

t6l

6.
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1. The source of information syrnbols {A0, A1, A2, ,4.3 and A4} have corresponding
probabilities {0.4, 0.3, 0.15, 0.1 and 0.05}. Encode the source symbols using Huffrnan
ericoder and Shannon-Fano encoder and compare their efficiency- t8]

2. Briefly explain the terms "sub-sampling theory" and "operture €ffect". [2+2]

3. Explain El hierarchy of TDM-PCM Telephony. A television signal having a bandwidth
of 4.2 MHz is transmitted using binary PCM system. Given that the number of
quarrtization level is 512. Determine: [4+6]

i) Code word lenglh
ii) l-ransmission bandwidth
iii) Bit rate
iv) SQNR

4. What is ISI? State two solutions for zpro ISL Explain duo-binary encoding with the use of
precoder. 12+61

5. Draw the timing diagram of Polar NRZ, AMI and Manchester for the following binary
sequence 1011000010000000001. t6l

6. What do you mean by optimum detector? Show that the impluse response of the matched

filter is reverse delayed version of the input signal. Explain auto correlation fi.rnction. [2+6+3]

7. What do you mean by Ergodic Stochastic Process? Explain with necessary derivaion
passage of wide-sense random signals through a LTI. [2+10]

8. What is detecting gain? Prove that for 1A0% modulation of (DSB-AM), the detection gain
is less than 1.

9. Define Hamming distance and Hamming
convolutional encoder.

weight. Explain the operation a ll3
t8l

10. Why is non uniform quantization required, explain any one

non-uniform quantization.

12+61

algorithms for implementing
t5l

Full Marks i 80

d<**
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L Distinguish between the Source coding and Channel coding. A discrete memoryless
source has an alphabet of five symbols So, Sr, 52, 53, Se with probabilities of 0.55, 0.15,

0.15, 0.1 and 0.05 respectively. Determine the Huffman code for each symbol and

calculate high the coding efficiency. 13+2+21

2, State Sampling theorem in terms of transmitter and receiver. Explain aliasing and

apertwe effect with remedy solutions. [4+6]

3. a) Derive expression for evaluating signal-to-quantization noise ratio (SQNR) for
uniform quantization in terms of number of levels and number of bits per source

symbol. 171

b) Describe El frame and its TDM hierarchy along with signaling rate. [3+3]

4. A continuous signal is band limited to 5 KHz. The signal is quantized in 6 levels of a

pCM system with the probabilities ;,I,*,*,|una!. Cul.,rlate the entropy and

information rate. [5+5]

5. Explain intersymbol interference (ISI) in baseband digital communication system with
derivations. Also explain the ideal and practical solutions of ISI. [4+3+3]

6. Derive the expression for the IR of a matched filter. t8l

7. a) Compute the figure of merit of non coherent FM System and explain the threshold

effects. [6+2]

b) Derive the expression of error probability for coherent detection of Amplitude Shift
Keyrng (ASK). t6l

8. Define Hamming Weight and^Hamming Distance. Construct a (7,4) Cyclic Code using a

generator polynomial g(x) = xr+xz+l with data vector 1011. l2+6J
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/ Attempt All questions.
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Explain in brief the functional block diagram and the basic elements of a

communication system. Explain Shannon'Fano coding,

State and prove sampling theorem. Define aliasing effect and aperture effect.

a) Explain working principle of PCM with necessary figures and equations.

b) A PCM system uses a uniform qtnntizer followed by a 7 bit binary encoder.

rate of the system is equal to 50* 10o bits/sec.

i) What is the maximum message signal bandwidth for which the

operates satisfactorilY?

4. Explain the necessity of non-uniform quantization for speech signal. Derive the

exiression for signal to quantization noise ratio in delta modulation' 12+61

5. a) Given the binary sequence 1011001010 represent it in Polar NRZ, Polar RZ,

Manchester and AMI codes.

b) What do you understand by intersymbol interference? Explain Duobinary coding

technique with precoder and illustrate it using binary input sequence 0010110. [2+5J

6. prove that the impulse response of the matched filter is reverse delayed version of the

input signal.

7. Find the detection gain for SSB-SC demodulation and compEre it with DSB-SC.

8. Derive the expression for evaluation the gain parameter (SNWSNRT) of non-coherent

FM detector.

g. Derive the general expression for evaluating eror probability for binary Ask system and

extend it to M-ary.

digital
[s+3]

[5+3]

tsl
The bit

t3l

system

10. Define Hamming weight and Hamming distance

received @de vector code is [100011] given that H

with
It

:10
Lr

examples.

011
110
100

Validate
0 0-lI 0i0 1.1

the code if

t4l

t8I

[3+3]

t8l

t8l

[3+4]

***
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1. If a source emits symbols Xi: {A, B, C, D, E, F} in the BCD format with

a) Probabilities P(X;) : {0.3, 0.1,0.02,0.15, 0.4, 0.03} at arate R:14.4 Kbaud, find the
following:

i) Information rate
ii) Coding efficiency both with BCD and Huffman coded signal

b) Explain Huffman codes with examples.

2. State Nyquist sampling theory. Determine the Nyquist rate and Nyquist interval for a
continuous time signal x(t):6cos50[t+20sin300llt-10cos100llt is to be sampled and
quantize using 5 l2 levels.

3. Explain El digital hierarchy as related to telephony system. Evaluate the expression of

AMI codes.

6. What do you understand by optimum detection? Show that the impulse response of the
optimum detector network is the time shifted replica of the incoming signal.

7. Find the error probability in coherent ASK and PSK detections and show that ASK
requires double the average signal power than PSK for same error probability.

8. Explain the modulator, demodulator and signal space diagram for FSK Modulation.

9. With necessary derivation, compare noise performance of DSB-An, DSB-SC, SSB-SC.

10. Define Hamming weight and Hamming distance for a code vector x : (0111000) and the
parity check matrix H given below. Prove that, the given code is valid.

t5l

t41

[2+sl

SQNR in uniformly quantized PCM system. 14+41

4. Explain Shannon channel capacity theorem. Write down theoretical limitations of this
theorem. L2+31

5. a) Define Inter Symbol Interference (ISI) in baseband digital communication system.
Explain the ideal and practical solution for zero ISI. L2+61

b) Represent binary sequence 1001001101 in polar, NRz, polar RZ, Manchester and

t4l

[2+5]

[4+3]

t6l

t8l

12+41

[r1t
"=lt I 0

Ll 01

olool
1 0 t tl
1 0 0 11,*,

1 1. Write short notes on: (any two)

i) Noise Equivalent Bandwidth
ii) M-ary baseband data communication
iii) Eye Diagram

I{tL-l
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lf a source emits symbols Xi: {A, B, C, D, E, F} in the BCD-format with

Probabilities P(Xi): {0.3, O.1,0.02. 0.15,0.4,0.03} at arate Rr:14.4 Kbaud, findJhe
following:

i) Information rate
ii) Coding efficiency both with BCD and Huffman coded signal

/

"fl 
Explain Huffman codes with examples.

;{ Sor" Nyquist sampling theory. Determine the Nyquist rate and Nyquist interval for a
continuous time signal x(t):6cos50llt+20sin300llt-l0cosl00flt is to be sampled and
quantize using 512 levels.

,/

/

Explain El digital hierarchy as related to telephony system. Evaluate the expression of
SQNR in uniformly qtmntized PCM system. l4+4)

Explain Shannon channel capacity theorem. Write down theoretical limitations of this
theorem. [2+31

, t$y'Oefine lnter Symbol Interference (ISI) in baseband digital communication system.
Explain the ideal and practical solution for zero ISI.

$/ Represent binary sequence 1001001101 in polar, NRz, polar RZ, \4anchqster and

4lqgg$-

[2+6)

do you understand by optimum detection? Show that the impulse response of the
detector network is the time shifted replicaof the incoming signal. [2+sl

Find the error probability in coherent ASK and PSK detections and show that ASK
requires double the average signal power than PSK for same enor probability. [4+3]

t6l

t8l

the modulator, demodulator and signal space diagram for FSK Modulation.

Define Hamming weight and Hamming distance for a code vector x : (0111000) and tlrc
parity check matrix H given below: Prove that, the given code is valid. [2+41

lrr
n=1, r

,/ [t o

L,,/t. write short notes on: (any two)

Noise Equivalent Bandwidth
M-ary baseband dhta communication

t5l

L4)

[2+5]

t4l

necessary derivation" compare noise perfonnance of DSB-Am, DSB-SC, SSB-SC.

10100
0l0ll
I1001

Full Marks

Pass Marks
Time

iii) Eye Diagram
*rt*

tsl
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17 Explain the importance of sour@ coding in digital communication system. A discrete
memory less source emits four symbols with probabilities P: {0.125, 0.125,0.25, 0.5}. If
the output symbols are encoded using Shannon Fano code, find the Coding efficiency and

12+4+21compare the coding effrciency with that of BCD code.

2. State Nyquist sampling theory. Determine the Nyquist rate and Nyquist interval for a

continuous time srgnal x(t)=6cos50flt+20sin300flt-l0cosl00[t is to be sampled and
quantize using 512 levels. [2+5]

3. Explain El digital hierarchy as relatd to telephony systern. Evaluate the expression of 
.

SQNR in uniformly quantized PCM system 14+41

4. Why is DPcflpuperior over PCM? Explain its working principle with necessary figures and

equations. [2+51

5. What is Shannon's channel capacity theorem? Write down theoretical limitations of this
theorem. [1+3]

6. State Nyquist Criteria for zero ISI in both time and frequency domain. What are two major
difficulties with duo binary encoding method and explain how can they be solved? t3+6I

7. Represent binary sequence 1001001101 in polar, NRa polar RZ,'Manchester and AMI
codes. t4I

8.- Define mome,nt and central moment of continuous random variable. Show that first central
/ *o**t is always zero. Determine the noise equivalent bandwidth of RC-LPF and that of

ideal LPF of zero frequency response one. Also, find output noise power of this RC-LPF
when input is white noise. [5+lJ

9. What do you mean by optimum detector? Find the impulse nesponse of optimum detector in
the presence of additive white noise. [+6J

10. Derive the expression for evaluating the gain parameter (SNRgiSNR;) of non-coherent FM
detector. tSl

I l. With necessary assumption, derive the expression for bit error probability fol Uinary aSf

,7
system. t6l

Define Hamming weight and Hamming distance for a code vector x = (01I 1000) and the
parity check matrix H grven below. Prove thaL the given code is valid. [2+41

110100
10101I
0l l00l

*!f tF

f[=
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State Nyguish sampling theory?Why zub-sampling is done h digital commrmication?
Explain the effects of deviation that arises because ofpractical sampling as compared

1:

P.43

2 lvhat do you mean by Putse Code Modulation? Differentiate between uoiform
quaml*tioires&[op:unif,o$n quanti&tfqrt t3+.5]

3 Explain the opaation of Differential PCM aloag with its derivations and diagram.
Oraw the gtaircase approximation diagram using delta modulation for the-data
1111000010101010. 16.121

* An analog signal bandlimited !o l0Kllz is sampled at Nyquist ratp aod quantizea in e
levels with protabilities of tl4, tl5, tls, lll0, lll0,lnl, lnl, ll20 respectively.

5

6

What do 1ou mean by duo-binary encoding? What is its importancc? Explain duo-
binary encodingwith example. . t4+4I

-Draw*the qpectnrr and Auto-correldfi6'ir frinctibn with the Doccssary {eri:msionfo; '

the'WUiteNoi$E-ite$bEa&rou$0*re'aRekwpassiitter.'''ii-. .. . t81' .

7 What is tbe signficance of Noise Efrrivallent Bandwidth in comrrunication system?

Derive the expression for Noise Equivallent Bandwidth for the case of Bandpass
. filter. t4+41

6 What is detector gain?Prove that for 100% modulation of DSB-AJvI, the detector gainis

less than l. 12+61

g Why pre-emphasis and deempharis networks are used in FM system? Explain. 1a1

10 Write short notes oO:- l4xl)
a) Colvolution coding
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I

1 . Define Organizarion. Fxplain the importanoe of Organization in sociefy. [3+5]

2. Define the term Management and e4plain differentievels of Management. [3+5]

3. What do you mean by Joint Stock Company? Explain the advantages and limitations of a
t2+61

-4. 
What do you mean by motivation? Describe Maslovy's hierarchy of needs briefly. Can
Maslo#s theory explain tireless quest of La:uni Prasad Devkota for excellent literary
works? [2+3+3]

5. Explain the process of recruitnent and selection of man power in an organization. What 
-

l#21do you mean by outsotucing in this context?

6. a) Explain different Techniques of Motivation. , [4]
.b) Define temr contingency approach of Leadership. \ t4]

7. Define the term Entreprenetrship and explain ttre ctraracteristics of Entrpr"o.*rhip. [3+5]

8. Define Management Information System. Describe briefly various tlpes of Marage,menl
Information System. 12+61

g. Silicon Valley is the best example of successful entepreneurship. Elaborate with your
thoughts. t8l

10. Write short notes on: (any two)

. a) Comptrter aided Advertising
b) Objectives of case study
.c) SatisfacJion progression Vs. Frustation Regression Process

12"41

+*+

Exam. I
F'ull Marks 80Level

Pass Marks J,/.Programme
BEL, BEX,
BCT

Time 3 hrs.MtYear lPal.t

P.5 5
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1. Elaborate importance of source encoder? Write algorithm for Huffman's coding. 12+31

2. What are the practical factors to be considered while sampling? Explain. If two band
limited signals X1[t] and X2[t] have bandwidths of W1 and Wz Hertz respectively,
estimate the maximum sampling interval required for the signal given by
Yltl : Xr [t] Xz [t]. 16+21

3. What are the signalling (bit) rate and bandwidth requirement for the Tl and El digital
carier systems? Explain briefly about Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM)
encoder. [3+4]

4. Defi.ne PMA, PWM and PPM with corresponding waveforms. A Television signal having
a bandwidth of 4.8MHz is transmitted using binary PCM systern. Given that the number
of quantization levels is 512. Determine: U.5+1+1.5+1.5+1.5I

i) Code word length
ii) Transmission bandwidth
iii) Final bit rate
iv) Output signal to quantization noise ratio

5. Derive the expression for evaluating signal to quantization noise ratio (SQNR) for Delta
modulation. t6I

6. Represent binary sequence 1011001010 in Polar NRZ, Polar RZ, Manchester and AMI
t4I

7. Explain the Modulator, Demodulator and Signal Space Diagram for QPSK modulation
with relevant derivations. t8I

8. Differentiate between message and information? A discrete source is emitting one of 5

possible symbols per 10 Microsec. The probabilities ur, |,|,|,! undj. ,ina 1u)2' 4'8'16 t6
Symbol rate (b) Source enffopy (c) Information rate [2+3]

9. Explain the approximation of the matched filter for a rectangular pulse using an Ideal low
pass filter with variable bandwidth. t6]

10. Derive the expression for evaluating error probability in binary communication system?

What is threshold effect in FM? How it can be minimized? U+31

11. The generator polynomial of a (7,4) cyclic code is g(x) : 1+x+x3. Find the code for the

message vector 1011 in anon-syste matic and systematic form. t6l

12. Write short notes on:

a) Linear prediction theory/coding t6I
b) White noise and its psdf 12)

d. * rl.

I 0
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I . State and prove sampling theorem with relevant derivation.

2. Prove ttrat for er,ery extra bit used in representatin of quantization level the
SQNR of uniform quantization will increase by 6 db.

3. Differentiate between FDM and TDM. Explain about the Tl telephony
hierarchy.

4. An analog signal bandlimited to 4 Khz is sampled at Nyquist rate. The samples
are quantized into 4 levels. Each level repnesent one symbols. Thus therc are 4
symbols. The probabilities of occurrence of these 4levels are P(xI)=P(x4)=l/8 and
P(x2)=P(x3)=3/8. Obtsin information rate ofthe source.

S.:Explain about the Nyquist pulse shaping criterion for zerc Inter-symbol
Interference of baseband digital communication.

6. What is the signficance of Noise Equivallent Bandwidth in commurication system?
Derive the expression for Noise Equivallemt Bandwidth for the case of Bandpass
filter.

7. Derive the expression for impulse response of a matched filter. Why matched filter
is preferred in pulse digital communication system? [6+21

8'Prove that for l00o/o modulation of DSB-AM, the detector gain is less than l.

9. Explain about the threshold effect in detection of Frequency Modulation using limter
discriminator detector. t8I

l0' What is the speciality of Binary Cyclic codes in linear block coding? Explain
its properties.

t8l

t8l

lq++1

tsI

t8l

t4+41

t8l

t8l
++ {t
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1. What is source ssding? Develop Huffnan coding of a 5 i5nnbol source with probabilities:
56 = 0.3, 51 = 0.25, Sz = 0.2, - -St = 0.15, S+ =-0.1. And also calculate Coding
efficiency [1

2. a) With mathematical derivation show that original band limited signal band limited
- signal can be reconstnrcted from its sarnples laken pt Nyquist rate.

b) What is aliasing effect *riho* it can be minimized?

State Nyquist pulse shaping criteria for Zerc ISI. Discuss any one pulse shaping
method of ISI reductior:.

b) A discete source.er'.rits one of 6 possible symbols per lOps in statistically
independent manner. The symbol probabilities are Yt, Yo, Yo, ll8, 1116 aad 1116

a) What is DPSK andhow it can be implemented?

b) What is modem? Discuss the modes of operation of naodems.

a) Define'noise equivalent bandwidth. Find mean and AC function at the output when a

+3+;,1]

!

i ts]
I tr]

3. a) Find the signal to quantization noise ratio in Uniform Qirantization in term of no of ,

bits per source sample. .. j t8I
b) Explain functional block iliagram of the PCM system. Find the signaling 1ptg of the Tr." ,

system and draw its fra'me diagram. ,' [3+3]
4. a) Define Infonnation anrl Entopy. Calculate the upper limit of the channel capacity rs

the bandwidth of the channel B tends to infinity. ' , i
' .i

$(:,'

12+41

t6l

t4l

t4l

[3+s]

t4I

12+sl

13+41

5.

6.

, :.'::.
WSSP signal is passed through the LTI system.

Realize the r,atched filter with relevant mathematical support.

Wtrat is capture effecl? Calculate the gain parameter in DSB-FC vrith envelop

Compare AM and FIvI h terms of power efficiency, brand width efficiency and
system complexity. Calculate the eror probability of coherent ASK.

Define Hamming Weight and Humming Distance

What is binary Cy-clic Code? Construct a (7,4) Cyclic Code using. a generator

.. **,&

t.

8.

b)

a)

b)

a)

b)

121

P.42

[1+4]
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1.

2.

3.

'4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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{ Attempt All questions
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\Vhat are the advantages of Digital Communication System as compared to analog
conrnunieation systerii?'Elaborafe the importance of Source and channel encoders in
Digital communication system, : [2+3]

What do you mean by aperture effect in Sampling? Elow'can it be corrected? A band pass

signal with the spectrum in the range of (80-115) KI{z is to be digitized, Calculate
minimum sampling frequency required forthe sigual. [5+3rl

Explain the El digital hierarchy. A speech signal with maximum frequency of 4 K[Iz and

nx&yimum amplitude of t I.l V is _applied to a PCM systemwittr its bit rate of 32 Kbps..'
Calculate tfre SqXn and nr:mber of bits per sample. [4+3]

What do you mean by cornpanding S/hy is it necessary? Explain different types of 
_^

companding methods. , [3+4]

A aignal of bandwidth 4.5 Kltzis sarrpled at the double rate give,n by Nyquist, thq signal
is qr:antized in 8 levels, the probability of occurrence of the level are 0.1, 0.15, 0.15, 0.05,
0.2, 0.05, 0.18, 0.12. Find the minimum no of bits per sample and inforrration rate. t4l

Wtrat is ISI? Explain two practical methods of minimizing ISI. 12+61

Explain FSK rnodulation with its modulator, denr.odulator aud signal space di4grams. t8]

What do you mean'by random process? Explain White noise with its PSDF and Auto
correlation function. t4I l

9. Derive the,expression for enor probability for binary'PAM system ana extend it to M-ary
system.

10. Explain the threshold effect in non coherenl detection of FM signat. How can it be
corrected?

ll.Derive the expression of error probability for coherent d.etection of Amplitude Shift
Keyrng (ASK),

12. r0Vrite notes on:

a') The eye diagram
. b) Syndrome calculation in linear systematic block code.

't*r.

16+21

[4+3]

t6I
Ie'1

P.41
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Subiect: - Communication System II (D002)

{ Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
r' Afienpt All questions.
r' The/igures in the margin indtcate Full Marhs.
{ Assume suttable data if necessary.

1. What are the advantages of Digital Communication System as compared to analog
communication system? Elaborate the importance of Source and channel encoders in
Digital communication system.

2. What do you mean by aperture effect in Sampling? How can it be corrected? A band pass

signal with the spectrum in the range of (80-115) KHz is to be digitized, Calculate
minimum sampling frequency required for the signal.

3. Explain the El digital hierarchy. A speech signal with maximum frequency of 4 KHz and

maximum amplitude of + l.l V is applied to a PCM system with its bit rate of 32 Kbps.
Calculate the SQNR and number of bits per sample.

4. What do you mean by companding. Why is it necessary? Explain different tlpes of
companding methods.

5. A signal of bandwidth 4.5 KHz is sampled at the double rate given by Nyquist, the signal
is quantized in 8 levels, the probability of occurrence of the level are 0.1,0.15,0.15, 0.05,
0.2,0.05, 0.18, 0.12. Find the minimum no of bits per sample and information rate.

6. What is ISI? Explain two practical methods of minimizing ISI.

7. Explain FSK modulation with its modulator, demodulator and signal space diagrams.

8. What do you mean by random process? Explain White noise with its PSDF and Auto
correlation function.

9. Derive the expression for error probability for binary.PAM system and extend it to M-ary
system.

10., Explain the threshold effect in non coherent detection of FM signal. How can it beI coitected?

ll.Derive the expression of error probability for coherent detection of Amplitude Shift
r Keyrng (ASK).

12. Write notes oi:

a) The eye diagram

S Syndrome calculation in linear systematic block code.

:f **

l2+3)

Is+3]

[4+3]

[3+4]

t41

12+61

t8I

t4l

16+21

[4+31

t6l

t8I
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'/ Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
,/ Attempt All questions.
'/ Thefigures in the margin indicate Fall Marks../ Assume suitable data if necessary.

l. State and explain merits of digital commudication systems. Discuss the
significance ofchannel encoder and channel modulator in DCS. (4+6)

2. Explain any two issues (considerations) that have to be taken care of while
sampling continuous time signals. A earttrquake data recorder traces the signals
that changes its polarity a maximum of thirty times each 10 sec. Estimate the
Nyquist sampling frequency and the data rate if this signal is to be converted into
a 10 bit PCM signal. (6+4)

3. Define quantization. A sigual having the dynamic range of + 5 V is to be
uniformly quantized to 128 representation levels. Estimate the required step size,
the power of quantization noise produced and the maximum signal to quantization
noise ratio that can be achieved. (4+6)

4. Differentiate between information and entropy. Derive the expression for the
entropy of a source that emits M non-equiprobabte symbols in statistically

(4+6)independent manner. 
:

5. Derive the mathematical expressign of the signal at the input of.the receiver of a
baseband digital communication sy'stem and based on that expression, define

' Inter-symbol Interference (ISI). State and explain Nyquisf Pulse shaping criteria
for zero ISI. (6+4)

6. Define bit error probability and bit error rate. Derive the expression for evaluating
bit error probability for a binary channel with additive Gaussian noise. (4+6)

7. Derive the general expression for the impulse response of a matched filter when'

the shape of the signal to be detected is z(t). (10)

a. Performance evaluation of DCS using Eye diagram
b. Cyc-lic codes

,( !k tf

i
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,/ Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as praclicable.
{ Attempt All questions.
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/ Assume suitable data if necessary.

l. What are the basic building blocks of a digital 
"o*m*i"ation 

system? Explain each
block briefly. State, with examples, the advantages and disadvantages of digital

2. State sampling theorem.-Illustrate that the original bandlimited signal x(t) with frequency
spectrum X(f) can be reconstructed from its samples taken atNyquist or higher rate. t4+6I

3. Define quantization and indicate its use in communication. Prove that the maximum
signal to-quantization noise ratio (SQNR) for liner quanti;ation is limited by (4.8+6n) dB,
where 'n' is the number of bits used to represent each quantized sample value. t4+61

4. Define information and entropy. A source that emits one of 5 different symbols per
rnicro-second in a statistically-independent manner with the probabilities 0.3, 0.25,0.2,
0.125 and 0.125 respectively. Calculate the entropy and the information rate of the

,source. [4+6]

5. Veriff that the output of a Linear,Time Inrrariant system is also a wide sense stationary
process(wsSP)iftheinputtoitisaWSSP.',.

6. State Shannon-Hartley channel capacity theory; Discuss its implications with examples. A
communication channel with additive white Gaussian noise and power spectral density of
l0-10 W/Hz over the entire frequency range has the permissible bandwidth of 16 kHz. The

.1.t,.t- rrurumum requred input signal power to,the'receiver is 0.45 mW. Estimate the capacity
of this channel. t2+4+41

7. Derive the general expression for qvahlating error probability in binary baseband system
with PAM. Compare binary and M-ary systems in terrns of data speed, required charurel
bandwidth and error probability. : , - L6+41

b) Syndrome calculations in linear block coding

I
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- Communication II

'/ Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
{ Attetnpt All questions.
/ Thefi.gures in the margin indicate Full Marks.
/ Assume suitable data if necessary.

Compare digrtal and analog communication systems. Draw functional block
diagram of DCS and e4plain the significance of channel encoder and source
encoder. (4+6)

2./ State and ocplain Nyquist sampling theorern. A signal x(t) = 10 cos (2zr2000t)+,
''/ --4eos (2n30A0 t-)"iq to be sampled and quantizqd using 256 levels, -calculate the

minimum sampling frequency and sampling period. (6+4)

7 Derive the expression for evaluating signal to quantization noise ratio (SQNR) for
uniform quantization in terms of number of guantization levels and number of bits
per source sample. (10)

e1

v
v
\J/

,y

I

Explain the basic principle of TDM. Discuss T1 and El hierarchy of TDM-
PCM telephony. , (4+3+3)

Define information and entropy. Relatethe message, the entropy and the
information. (6+4)

Derive the expression for evaluating error probability in binary bassband system with
additive Gaussian noise in the channel. (10)

Derive the expression for the impulse response of a matched filter when the input
excitation is z(t). (10)

Write brief notes on: (5+5)

Noise equivalent bandwidth
Convolutional coding

rf *:f

a.
b.
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'/ Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
/ Attempt All quesiions.

'/ Thefigtres in the margin indicate Full Marks.
/ Assume suttable data if necessary.

0,"4fi[,/. State and explain Nyquist sampling
-2<7\ 40Mllz and having total bandwidth

sampling frequency

cvflO{.{r'"a the expression for evaluating S

any one of co-mpanding techniques used in non-uniform quantization. e.t^rp| z , [6+4]

State and explain Shannon's charmel capacity theorem for binary channel. Derive the
expressions for theoretical limits of this theorem. 6tq \- [6+4]

Define white noise? Find its autoc2rrelation function. Explain RC filtering of white noise
a*,4 9 - 12+2+61with necessary derivation. \,/ . 

:

iii'ii-:Eii*i.:.
'(:::i{Eirf,EGi.

,ir:ry4f*Si
' :.:-:-:Ji$9:&'i

\-

N@,

4.

5: Derive
L., channel

the expression for evaliiating error probability for the case of binary s)rynmetric
with additive white noise. u./ y S- [10]

Ii0]Denve the expression for i.mpulse respcnse of rr:tched filter. d.-+ 7
A (7, 4) non systematic cyclic sode generator polynomial has the form g(x):1+x2.Find
the code words for message blocks (1,19J) and (0019). e4_
Write notes on:

'\y2
Eye Diagrany

Coding u-^aD L

Is+5]

[5+s]

Ute+ L-
Lc-

ls

)P

lo
is

L1

I
6

t,
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/ Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
/ Attempt Allquestions.
/ Thefigures in the margin indicate Full Marks.
/ Assume suttable'data if necessary. ,

l. ;State sampling theorem. What are aliasing and aperture effects in sampling? Find the
expression for,signal to quantization noise ratio (SQNR) in PCM. tl+2+51

2. Define entropy. Derive the expression for evaluating the entropy of source emitting
symbols in statistically independent manner. A discrete source emits three symbols with

ll+3+4Iprobabilities l/3, 116 and llz.Flurrd source entropy.

3. Define Inter Synrbol Interference (IS!. State Nyquist pulse shaping criteria for zero ISI.
Briefly explain Duo-binary encoding method. 12+2+4)

4. .Derive the expression for the impulse response of a matched filter. t8]

5. Prove that the output of the LTI system is wide sense stationary process (WSSP) if its
input is WSSP. t8I

6. Dgrive the expression for error probability for M-ary system. t8l

7. 
. 
Derive the expression for evaluating the gain parameter (SNRp/SNRr) of FM detector. t8l

8. Compare PCM and differential PCM. [3+5]

A linear delta modulator is designed to operate on speech signals limited to 3.4 KHz. The
specifications of the modulator are as follows:

* Sampling rate: 10.fN, where fN is the Nyquist rate of the speech signal.
* Step size A = 100 mV

The modulator is tested with a I l<hz sinusoidal signal. Determine the maximum
amplitude of this test signal required to avoid slope overload.

g. The generator polynomial of a (7,4) cyclis code is g(x) = I + x + x3. Find the code vector
for the message vector 10l l in non-systematic and systematic form. t8]

10. Write notes on: [4+4]

a) Eye diagram
b) Linear prediction theory 
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